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ABSTRACT

Level set methods [1] are a mathematical/computational tool for representing an interface (front). In particular, a front of dimension N-1 may be represented by a isosurface of an N dimensional function. A simple example would be representing a circle (a 1 dimensional surface) by a contour of a cone (a 2 dimensional function). So, the circle is thought of as a particular "level set" of the cone function. Level set methods have been applied to a wide variety of computational physics problems ranging from optimal path planning in robotic navigation to fluid mechanics, grid generation and combustion [2,3].

Here, a level set algorithm for tracking discontinuities in hyperbolic conservation laws is presented [4,5]. The algorithm uses a simple finite difference approach, analogous to the method of lines scheme presented in [6]. The zero of a level set function is used to specify the location of the discontinuity(ies). Since a level set function is used to describe the front location, no extra data structures are needed to keep track of the location of the discontinuity. Also, two solution states are used at all computational nodes, one corresponding to the "real" state, and one corresponding to a "ghost node" state, analogous to the "Ghost Fluid Method" of [7]. High-order, point-wise convergence is demonstrated for linear and nonlinear scalar conservation laws, even at discontinuities and in multiple dimensions. The solutions are compared to standard high-order shock-capturing schemes.

This presentation will also present work on systems of conservation laws. In particular, results for the multi-dimensional Euler equations will be presented. Examples will include tracking of material interfaces and tracking of shock waves. Applications ranging from compressible fluid instability problems (Rayleigh-Taylor, Richtmyer-Meshkov and Kelvin-Helmholtz) to tracking shocks in reactive fluid flow will be presented. It will be demonstrated that the method can be used effectively when very accurate results are required for problems involving discontinuities.
Finally, some interesting applications of the level set methods for optimization, control and path planning will be presented.


